JUNIOR CLASS PREPARES
TO GATHER FOR ANNUAL
PROMENADE FRIDAY NIGHT
Chairman Meyer's Committee Completes
Arrangements for Staging of
In History of Union

DEORATIONS BY HAREMEN
Ray Miller and Carl Feind Orchestrates
Preparing an Exceptional
Musical Program

As a fitting climax to a successful Junior Week, theHothele is changed to its finest, the Press is to plan its major feature that night. The Junior class will give its dance, which is to be held in the College Union, and concludes with the Thanksgiving week program.

Chairman William Meyer and his committee have been preparing. Several weeks and are confident that no one will be disappointed in the final arrangement.

The selection and checking of decorations have been turned over to the committee to be arranged and handled. The colors of the decorations will be red, blue and white.

Ray Miller and Carl Fenton Orchestra will give the final music for this event or occasion.

College Unions Meet

Juniors are eager to conduct themselves at the Press Friday night in a manner becoming the dignity of the class of 1924.

W. F. O'Malley
President
R. G. PISHER
General Chairman Junior Week

Pennsylvania Eleven Swamps Campus Crows

Hard-fought battle.

Four events.

Developed by musical director

Duo" MARKS STARS FOR DAILY

Victors to Be Rewarded With A Little Bruce Big-Judge Or Fate for Formal Press

evaluation Not Set

Before a crowd of students, coaches, boxers, band members, faculty, students, and even President, the Pennsylvania football team met the Finch Preach clowns for a 26-0 victory. This victory gives the daily possession of the L.L. Brown trophy, a trophy that was given for the first time last year following a publication competition.

Standing in the stadium hallway of the Pennsylvania team, run through the flowers for bonuses on four occasions, in the presence of a crowd of about 500 persons, the team point by Harvard, were successful: 1,000 points, 500 points by

The only thing that the Brearly had the news so after the weather impossible "Who has a cigarette?" This query showed that the
crowd didn't address strictly in training of the Husson Clara, who took the players' place in the election as the most successful of the

College Unions Meet

CAPTAIN WALLANCE MEYER AND ins om-


Pennsylvania's understandings have
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Pennsylvania's understandings have
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MM PIPES
The Pipe with the Blue Bar
MADE IN ENGLAND

Seethe Cornell Game!
THEN GO TO THE Foothall Matinee at 3.00 P.M.
B.F.Keith's Theatre
COMMENCING AT 4 P.M.
3 - SHOWS - 3 1.00-53 AND 8 P.M.
All Star Bill Super Vaudeville!
ORDER SEATS BY MAIL OR PHONE

MacDonald & Campbell

LEADING SPECIALISTS in
Jewelry Watches, etc.
Burlington Street

To Old Time Lunch Shop
204 South 35th St.
HOME COOKING
MRS. ELIZABETH GREEN

EXHIBITION of
CLOTHES
HATS -HAIRDASHERY - SHOES
FINCHLEY
Fifth Avenue at 46th St.
NEW YORK

Do You Read The Girard Letter?
If you are interested in Philadelphia, its
inhabitants, beauty spot, or its
present industrial supremacy,
and national or international
questions, you will desire to know
the contents of The Girard Letter.
Upon request The Girard Letter will
be sent free of charge. The supply,
however, is limited. Write your
address to The Girard Letter.

GIRARD TRUST COMPANY
Board & Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia
Vice-Provost Announces Various Scholarships

Freshman Entrance Prize in Mathematics of a Great Opportunity

OPEN TO ALL UNDERGRADUATES

The office of the Vice-Provost announces the following scholarships open to all male undergraduates for the year 1924-25.

(Complete information as to these prizes may be had from the Dean of the schools in which they are offered.)

1. OPEN TO STUDENTS IN THE UNDERGRADUATE SCHOOLS

A. Freshman Entrance Prize.

A prize of $25, endowed by the Class of 1898, for the best special examination in Mathematics by a candidate for admission to the course in Arts and Science. E. P. Price endowed by Organization 1. The Henry Reed Prize, founded by the Society of the Alumni, for the best English essay by a member of the Junior Class, College, Wharton, Moore, and Tower Scientific Schools, entitles the successful competitor in one year's interest from a fund of over $300. Subject: "The English Lad of A. B. Hancock, 1842-1852." 

2. A prize founded by the Society of the Alumni, College, for the best Latin essay by a member of the graduating class. College,Wharton, Moore, and Tower Scientific Schools, entitles the successful competitor in one year's interest from a fund of $250. Subject: "The the English Lad of A. B. Hancock, 1842-1852."

3. An annual prize of ten dollars granted by the Phi Kappa Sigma Fraternity, for the best Latin composition of the second class. College, Wharton, Moore, and Tower Scientific Schools, entitles the successful competitor in one year's interest from a fund of $10.00. Subject: "The English Lad of A. B. Hancock, 1842-1852."

4. The Penville Club offers a prize of ten dollars to the holder of the scholastic standing in Chemistry whose work, for the year 1923-24, has been most satisfactory.

5. The Beta Society offers annually a prize of $100 for the best essay on a subject drawn from the life and works of Dante. Competition is open to all students, and graduates of not more than three years' standing, of any college or university in the United States. For full information address the Secretary, Dr. C. W. P. Robinson, 21 College Street, Cambridge, Mass.

ROGERS DENT COMPANY

215 N. Liberty 3459 Walnut

Corner of Warren and 34th St.

Bernhardt's DRY GOODS

36th & Walnut

You will want to hear

Ray Miller's famous Brunswick Orchestra

On the campus Friday night

SWEATERS: $6 to $15.00

MAKAS $3.00 & $3.50

WHITE OXFORD $1.95

Mocha $4.00

White English Broadcloth, Plain Blue and Striped Collar Attached

Medium Weight Wool $2.45

TRADE MARK

AND

DRESS TIES: .75 to $1.50

WHITE DRESS TIES: $2.75

Mocha $3.50

DRESS SCARFS: $3.50 to $5.50

White or Gray Trush Silk

PENN-CORNELL GAME

Shirts: White English Broadcloth, $2.45

Collar Attached, Neck Band or Collar Attached 3 for $7.00

White Oxford $2.75

Brooks Model

White Oxford $1.95

Collar Attached

3 for $5.50

Madras $3.00 to $5.50

Plain Blue and Striped Collar Attached

SWEATERS: $6 to $15.00

Pull Over V and Crew Neck

STUDS: $2.50-$3.50

Variety of Styles

PENN-CORNELL GAME
Our investigator has come in with another plan for catching the pass as this has been a vexing problem. He says he succeeded in waiting for Friday's ticket buyer to catch an empty police car with full equipment. These will be rented out at regular rates. We have a plan simmering: we don't know what will come of any one who used a "Pass Out" check for such an illegal purpose.

... Some students have written in to inquire if it wouldn't be possible to get into the upper "Pass Out" check. We certainly hope no one will use such an underhand method to gain admission. To aid in this plan simultaneously we don't know what would happen if any one of you who used a "Pass Out" check for such an illegal purpose.

... Apparently a few of the boys are going to follow out our suggestion that one good way would be to voluntarily dispose of the man at the gate. The foreman of the University construction crew reports that several pieces of bad pipe have disappeared from the pits in back of College Hall.

... It certainly is a shame the way the speculation got into this situation. At The Pennsylvania-Penn Bowl game Sunday it is reported that a seller had created a set of the tickets.

... The Pennsylvania night shift seemed to be the most hilarious to the Punch Bowl team.

... The Managing Editor of Punch Bowl is feeling pretty bad because he had a stitch up all figured out for a certain remark he expected from The Pennsylvania team, and anybody made the remark.

... Saturday was the day of the fall football game when the Franklin Field was packed. The players were on fire and the fans were on fire.

... The Managing Editor of Punch Bowl is feeling pretty bad because he had a stitch up all figured out for a certain remark he expected from The Pennsylvania team, and anybody made the remark.

... The Managing Editor of Punch Bowl is feeling pretty bad because he had a stitch up all figured out for a certain remark he expected from The Pennsylvania team, and anybody made the remark.
REAL SCOTCH GRAIN

Hoot, Mon! 'tis Sandy himself—
The Matchless Scotch of Real Scotch Grain
In Black or Tan
Twenty Styles
$8 to $10

Dernbys
By Dobbs.

Where an artist produces his best for an occasion demanding artistry.
Seven Dollars
Pundashery
3715 SPRUCE ST.

STRONG J. V. BOOTERS
MEET HAVERTOWN TODAY
Red and Blue Second String Meets Main Line Junior Varsity in Title Deciding Contest

UNIVERSITY HOLDS 1923 TITLE

Two undeclared teams will take the field to contest for the Pennsylvania State Gridiron when the Harvard and Pennsylvania programs clash on the field this afternoon at 2:30 on River Field. Both teams have a good record this season and are consequently in a tie for first place honors. Each has won the Red and Blue second-stringers won the title of the junior circuit which is composed of the Pennsylvania and Havertown JuniorVarsities and the Wharton, Lafayette and Swarthmore first elevens.

The Men of Phi Delta Eta to Philadelphia, an organization that combines a strong attack and a successful defense. Law and the Quaker Varsity they feature a "nick and rush" game, which consists of bursting the ball down the field and following it up with a fast forward line. The stars on the offense are Richardson, tickle left; Goodenow, center forward; and Pennsylvania inside right. Marriage, quaddie, and W. Markets, right fullback, have certified in the backfield for the titular combination.

The University second Varsity has been successful in both of its home contests, but has dropped games to the strong Connecticut, 0-13, and Philadelphia, "White" combinations. Hens, center forward, and Proctor, right end, who held down the same positions on the Penn team, are the outstanding stars of the second-stringing line. Collins, former left of the third team, will also play for the Pennsylvanians tomorrow, and Drabster, who was temporarily on the Van-Donnand, is a member of the varsity squad, will return to his position at outside right. Lawson, Ward and Lewis are also dependable players on the red and blue's representative in the P-I League. Pennsylvania's success is due in large part to an unbroken belief that the titanic battle will be closely contested and hard fought. Pennsylvania's Junior Varsity bowed the Lehigh banders to the tune of 6-1, while the Main Liners triumphed over them by a score of 4-1. The Philadelphians defeated Swarthmore, 31-10, and the Red and Blue won them by a 5-1 count. Hence the other teams in the circuit are considered out of the running today's tussle is expected to decide the fate for the second-stringing town.

Haverford Position Penn Position
Walter M. Cushian J. L. Cushian
Howard R. L. L. Lawlor
Lawlor W. B. Holland
Holland C. E. B. Eaton
Kuhn S. J. Landsdowne
Tennant T. D. Wilson
M. Halnes R. G. Kuhn
R. H. Kuhn L. G. Petrarch
R. F. Lewis L. H. B. Mattmon
R. Anthony F. B. Anthony
R. H. R. B. Anthony

McMahon Q-B
Eichelberger L.T. • Corbett
Stevens L.H. • Matthen
Sommers R.H. • M'Mahon
Warfield L. T. • Corbett
Log-in L. F. • Corbett

McDonald (Boden) • M'Mahon
Flynn • R. L. • Holland
Tennant • T. D. • Wilson
Tennant • T. D. • Wilson
M. Halnes • R. G. • Kuhn
Eichelberger • L. T. • Corbett
McDonald • R. H. • Landsdowne
McDonald • R. H. • Landsdowne
M. Halnes • R. G. • Kuhn
R. H. • B. Anthony
M. Halnes • R. G. • Kuhn
Warfield • L. T. • Corbett
Matthen • L. H. B. • Mattmon
M'Mahon • F. B. • Anthony

PENN'SYLAVIAN ELEVEN
CRUSHES COMIC GRIDGERS

Composed from Penn's team signals Marks rushed through the comb line for a touchdown, mangling down here and there. The latter mentioned looked upon the continuing with their usual comic exaggeration. When the south of the Baby Gridiron the ball on the field the eleven was promptly followed from the field with the aid of junior center and tailback. Two of the novel features of the game was the backfield used by the two teams. Both teams' place at the same time, but the 100-pounder a hundred yards ahead the ball, were they were handled. Behind the line was a horse snare strung across upon this back, while The Pennsylvania had a hoseman on the line. The Bishop

H. W. A. • President
R. E. • Treasurer
M. Halnes • Secretary
L. J. • Midway
M. Halnes • Midway
R. E. • Treasurer
M. Halnes • Secretary
L. J. • Midway
M. Halnes • Secretary
L. J. • Midway

PYLE & INNES
TAILORS
3611 WALNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA

SUCCESS!

Many of our customers have told us that we have helped them, in a very definite way to achieve success in life. These men say that first impressions count for much in business and that personal appearance is the basis of first impressions. That is where we have been able to help with carefully tailored, good looking and well fitting clothes which make their wearer appear at his best, put him at ease and give him confidence. Prices are moderate. May we be of service to you?

PYLE & INNES
Leading College Tailors
1115 Walnut Street

For the Junior Prom
TUXEDO SUITS
Worth
$45
$30
Coat and Trousers

College men will appreciate the remarkable value in these handsomely tailored models — each silk lined and one of the very latest in fashion.

No matter your size — your exact fit is guaranteed here.

We give Yellow Trading Stamps

MARKET SEVENTH Lit Brothers
FIBERT EIGHTH

Lis Brothers
Philadelphia

An invitation
to college men

MEN of broad vision and initiative will find many excellent opportunities in the home organization and branch offices of the Insurance Company of North America. This is the Oldest American Fire and Marine Insurance Company. It has an important part in the excellent development of American commercial and industrial affairs.

Inquiries are invited:

INSURANCE COMPANY of
NORTH AMERICA
3rd & Walnut Sts.
Philadelphia

Prom Special
$9.00 - $11.00

MUSI BOOT-SHOP
3611 WOODLAND AVE.
Ed. Kohloff, Manager
SHOTWELL LAUDS PROTOCOL
IN RECENT DECLARATION

"Challenges Principles of Making War
According to Address Before
Political Science Group

DISCUSS INTERNATIONAL QUESTIONS

Members of the American Academy of
Political and Social Science heartily
agreed with Dr. James T. Shotwell, prin-
cipal speaker at the discussion meeting
recently held at Whittier Hall, in
endorsing the Geneva protocol, which aims
in making an end of war. "The protocol
challenges the principle of making war
by territory with a crime, and the states
signing the protocol bind themselves mu-
ruously in a virtual contract not to
offend the crime," Dr. Shotwell, president
of history at Columbia, said at the
meeting.

Major General Tasker H. Bliss, a mem-
ber with Dr. Shotwell of the American
group which drafted the protocol, who presided at the meeting, called the pro-
posal "the most remarkable document
emanating from the mind of man."

Dr. Shotwell, in his opening remarks, said
that the protocol, if it were agreed upon
by the nations of the world, would
offend the crime. "I am not a pacifist, but
the present war crime must be
stopped. We can only get rid of it by sub-
mitting it to arbitration."

That the protocol was a fine thing only
as far as it promised a rule for a United
States of Europe was the contention made
by Charles G. Fenwick, of Bryn Mawr Col-
lege, and the American Academy of
Political Science Group are now Interna-
tional in aspect.

"Your policy of the T'nlted States as It
lauding the Geneva protocol, which alms
for an end of war. "I am not
outlaw
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Vice Provost Announces

American-Pariscian - Valentino-Cortissu School

for the » 1

Private Instruction in Social Science

The Arthur Spayd Brook Prize, under the Hugo Otto Wolf Memorial Prize, under the Arthur Spayd Brook Memorial Prize, and the William Brinton Prize, founded by Caroline B. Smelt, was awarded this year to the following:

1. The Arthur Spayd Brook Memorial Prize, founded by Mrs. Maria Whitten Brooke, provides for prizes in the form of gold, silver, and bronze medals, awarded for meritorious work in architectural design.

2. The Phillips Bennett Prize, under the will of Phillips Bennett Bennett is awarded annually for the best essay on "The Principles of Free Government."

3. The Hugo Otto Wolf Memorial Prize, founded September 12, 1932, by Otto C. Wolf as a memorial to his son, is awarded to any member of the Junior Class in each of the Engineering courses who, during the Junior year, is the most original and satisfy his work meets with the approval of the professors in charge.

4. The Historical Monument Prize, two medals, are offered by John Frederick Hittell, M. E. in Arch., for the year's most of work in first and second year courses in Science.

Cortissoz School of Dancing

1520 Chestnut St.

Private Instruction in Social Dancing

Fox Trot - Tango - Salsa

We teach five TANGOS, AMERICANS, and two ARGENTINES.

Join the TANGOS Club

Locust 3192

Welfare Federation

November 6-21, 1924

Suppose Nobody Cared?

Arthur Laws Cater

236 S. 40th St. Bell Phone Under Management of Schrader Bros.

Luxenberg CLOTHES FOR THE COLLEGE MAN

Luxenberg OVERCOATS

Luxenberg at PENN DRUG Co.

3700 Woodland Avenue


Yellow Lantern Cafeteria

3433 Walnut Street

Luncheon 11:30 to 2

Breakfast 7:30 to 9

Closed Sunday

Dinner 5 to 7

Note-Wombat Fur Coats $125

Motor Apparel Department

1334-1336 Chestnut Street

McDonald & Campbell

Raccoon Fur Great Coats

For Football Games, Motoring, Sports Wear

$250 to $525

Specially selected, well matched, deep forest pelts. Extra big, soft rolling collars. Full shoulders, handsome padded wool linings. Great swagger colarproof coats that fix you right for the big games, motoring in open cars, or any Winter Sport. No college man's outfit is complete without one of these wonderful coats. Fairest selection and biggest values in the city.

If you wish to keep in touch with the best novels and other books in European literature today, read the series of translations known as The European Library edited by J. E. Spiegler published by Harcourt, Brace & Co.

BELLAX

Pianos Rented

129 Chestnut Street

BELLAX

Pianos Rented

129 Chestnut Street

Luncheon 9 to 11

Dinner 5 to 7

Dinner 5 to 7

Dinner 5 to 7

Dinner 5 to 7

Dinner 5 to 7
“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”

Corsages A Specialty

M. J. Callahan
3924 Market St.
268 S. 20th Street
Philadelphia

Flowers Wired to All parts of the World

NOVICES HAVE CHANCE IN WRESTLING MATCHES

Seven Classes to Be Contested With Prize of $100 in Every Division

ANNUAL CLUE MAKE INITIAL APPEARANCE OF YEAR

Continued from Page One

that are to be held at the host office for the purchases.

Never in the history of the University has there been a more important part than during the last three years, or since the completion of the Musical Club. This is especially true this year, when members of the University have an opportunity of listening to some of the best material ever heard. The concert is to be the first of a series to be given to help finance the trip to be taken to the land of California.

MUSICAL CLUBS MAKE APPEARANCE ON THURSDAY

HEEERE’S THE DOPE

Junior Week is here. It costs money to take her around.

If you want to do it up brown and red, a main solvent drive one of our DODGE SEDAN AS YOUR OWN.

Any State Drivers License will do the trick.

Call at Tri- Poco Pronto.
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